













































































































































It was a 'typical case [that] occurred early one morning' between 1932 and 1933; a Liverpool Vigilance Association (LVA) worker was at her usual position at Liverpool's Landing Stage, quietly observing passengers as they disembarked from the latest boat into port. Her eyes scanned the people as they passed by, assessing their age, their state of dress, the amount of luggage they carried, and she listened to catch snippets of conversations, to flourishes of various accents. Of course, she was not at all surprised to hear Irish accents amongst the people milling about; this was one of the regular boats that sailed between Liverpool and Ireland. Amongst the scene, the LVA worker found her attention 'attracted by two young Irish girls.' It was a familiar sight for the LVA worker, who was used to patrolling the area looking for vulnerable girls arriving into Liverpool. For the LVA, patrols near the docks and railway station were a necessary way of ensuring that young girls and women did not become stranded in the city without an appropriate place to stay, respectable employment or a suitable guardian to see to their physical and moral welfare. The Irish girls who piqued the patroller's interest that particular morning seemed to the LVA worker to have already made the acquaintance of a suspicious character. The girls were 'in the company of a well-dressed, middle aged woman, about whom [the LVA worker] did not feel quite happy.'1 Propelled by her intuition, the LVA worker strode over to the trio and enquired about their journey and their relationship to one another. At this inquisition, the elder woman insisted to the worker that she was looking after the girls, then she turned to her young acquaintances and 'strongly advised them to have nothing to do with our [the LVA] Worker.'2 
In the face of such resistance the LVA representative knew that she would need to be more forceful if she was to wield any sort of influence over the two Irish newcomers. However, the LVA had no official powers. The Association had been set up in 1908 as a local branch of the National Vigilance Association (NVA) in order to maintain moral decency within Liverpool. But they were separate from law enforcement, the council and, indeed, the travel companies. The LVA could not simply apprehend people on the grounds of suspicion. Yet what the LVA worker lacked in power she made up for in resourcefulness as she quickly sought the help of a nearby 'official,' likely a member of the ferry company's staff.3 Faced with further questioning, this time from someone with more authority, the well-dressed woman refused to answer any more questions about who she was or what relation she was to the girls and she walked away from the party and climbed into a taxi.4 Abandoned by their companion, the girls confessed that they had in fact only just met the woman. She had offered to take care of the girls after one of them had felt ill whilst travelling on the boat. The LVA representative found her suspicions about the woman were validated as it transpired that the woman had lied to the girls, telling them their eventual destinations were close to hers and suggesting that they should share a cab. With no geographical knowledge about where they needed to go the girls had trusted the woman. 
Already concerned about the potential for these girls to be taken in by undesirable characters, the LVA worker wanted to know more about why the girls were travelling so far from their homes and families in Ireland. To the worker's relief the girls assured her that they were making their way to a hospital where they had acquired jobs as nurse probationers. She supposed that their employment was appropriate even if their understanding of the dangers presented by apparently well-meaning strangers was not. Indeed, the LVA's report on the incident exclaimed  'One can only guess what might have happened if the Worker had not intervened in time.'5 For members of the LVA, it was easy to guess at all manner of physical and moral threats to these girls. Social purity organisations like the LVA were concerned about the well-being of women and girls who found themselves unchaperoned in large urban centres like Liverpool, especially when these girls came from Ireland, since they often supposed that such girls would have little or no knowledge of the city. It was a concern that the LVA put to the matron at the hospital when they contacted her to ensure that the girls had completed their journey safely. The matron agreed whole-heartedly and gratefully requested that the LVA meet other Irish would-be nurses on route to her hospital in future.6 
Cases such as this were not unusual. Throughout the inter- and post-war periods the LVA regularly encountered women entering Liverpool by boat or train and attempted to intervene in their journeys and lives. Their work was a twentieth-century echo of the Victorian purity movement. From the 1880s various different groups had emerged in a bid to prevent prostitution and maintain decency, from the Moral Reform Union and the Social Purity Alliance to the NVA. Paula Bartley argues that some of these groups focused their preventative strategies on education, whilst the NVA spent a great deal of energy on legislative change, campaigning for the Criminal Law Amendment Act for example, which raised the age of consent to 16, gave the police more powers to tackle brothels and criminalised male homosexuality.7 The LVA, however, focused on street patrolling. This article argues that the LVA believed its patrol work to be essential to maintaining moral decency in the face of such a transitory urban existence. Without their guidance, the LVA thought that characters like the woman described above would set poor examples to vulnerable girls and potentially even lure them into brothels. They were also concerned about unsuspecting newcomers drifting into unsavoury lifestyles, for example by working in public houses or behaving promiscuously with men. Not all of the women that the LVA engaged with were Irish, however, and the organisation did not exist to help Irish women in the main. Nevertheless, the nature of Liverpool's port life meant that many of the women that the LVA encountered were Irish. Liverpool's docks were used frequently by Irish travellers, with some staying in the city whilst many others passed through on their way to other parts of the UK or other parts of the world. As such, an exploration of the relationship between social purists in the LVA and Irish women arriving in Liverpool offers a useful insight into the ways in which city spaces have been governed and unofficially policed according to moral codes of respectability and order. I will address the role of the LVA in maintaining a gendered and even sexualised sense of Liverpool’s public spaces through their informal policing of women on Liverpool’s streets. To this end, this article does not focus directly on Irish women's experiences of immigration; instead it examines what the LVA's interactions with Irish women can tell us more broadly about the ways in which women's use of public space was morally circumscribed during the twentieth century and to what end.  
Drawing in particular upon the LVA's annual reports and newspaper collections, this article examines how their reporting of particular case studies from their workload was shaped by moral understandings about vulnerability and urban space. Although these sources have been mediated insofar as they have been compiled by the LVA, they provide a vital contribution to our understandings about how the issues of gender, ethnicity and moral vulnerability were discussed. They illustrate the close relationship between social purists and the press during this period. The two worked together to produce particular notions about the vulnerability of Irish young women that had significant implications for all young women’s use of public space in Liverpool. Guided by moral purity, the local and national press courted their readership with sensationalist stories about fallen women and, in so doing, they legitimised the unofficial surveillance of women. Moreover, the LVA's archive of news clippings allows us to see which local and national debates the organisation took a particular interest in. For example, the organisation's newspaper cuttings indicate that the LVA was concerned with the economic and social aspects of Irish immigration, particularly after the move from Free State to sovereignty.8 This is particularly interesting as their annual reports tended to avoid making statements about British and Irish political relations. In addition, the case studies of Irish female immigrants offered in the LVA's reporting are incredibly useful in illustrating how this form of moral street patrolling, whilst undoubtedly helpful for some girls, actually reproduced and amplified pre-existing purity discourses about Irish women as vulnerable and naive. The LVA believed Irish women to personify the discord between innocence, female respectability and the dangers of city streets. This meant that the Irish girl acted as key figure in the LVA’s understanding of preventative patrol work as a means of maintaining female purity in urban settings. 
This research builds on the work of historians who have established a relationship between discourses of respectability and the social control of female sexuality. Lucy Bland has shown how Victorian feminist concerns with social purity often centred on anxieties about the unruliness of working-class culture.9 Social purists sought to intervene in working-class lives so that they could pass on the virtues of middle-class moral respectability to those of a lower social status.10 Judith Walkowitz's research on Victorian London has been seminal in illustrating how female respectability has been historically defined in opposition to prostitution.11 Focusing on the early-twentieth century, Philippa Levine has shown the moral policing of women to be an important aspect of women’s history and the history of sexuality more generally.12 Yet the absence of Irish women from London-focused histories of vice and immorality is particularly notable when contrasted with the research on Liverpool presented in this paper.13 For example, Stefan Slater’s work productively draws out the considerable attention that was devoted to immigrant prostitutes in interwar London; yet Irish women do not feature in Slater’s picture of the capital at all.14 This is especially striking when one considers that London was 'a prominent destination for second-wave Irish migration following the partition of Ireland in 1922.'15 It seems, then, that other immigrants to the capital may have received more sensationalist attention than the Irish, a proposition that underlines the need for historians to consider how fears about vice, immorality and urban danger were regionally nuanced.16
This is not to argue that the gendered perceptions of the Irish in twentieth-century Liverpool existed in a vacuum or only in that locality. Jennifer Redmond's work brings attention to the gendered view of emigration taken by the state and the Catholic Church in Ireland, with these institutions showing far more concern with the sexual purity of expatriate women than men.17 Moreover, research in the area of Irish gender history has begun to cast light on the connections between white slavery panics and prostitution in Ireland, whilst Bronwyn Walter has produced an analysis of the way perceptions of Irish women as pure and virtuous have become a part of Irish national identity and femininity.18 The work of Maria Luddy and Lindsey Earner-Byrne has highlighted the close relationship between Irish feminine ideals and moral purity.19 Mo Moulton's recent work on the Irish in Interwar England brings together broader understandings of Irish immigration with experiences in cities like Liverpool. She notes fears amongst the LVA and other organisations elsewhere in England about young Irish women engaging in immoral, sexual behaviour.20 However, more research needs to be done if we are to fully understand why this pure image of the Irish woman proved so compelling for some in England. In Liverpool, the LVA certainly imported and repurposed ideas of femininity and Irishness. This article argues that Irish women were of particular interest to the LVA because they represented moral vulnerability in two distinct ways. Firstly, in England, Irishness was frequently associated with being working-class during the early- and mid-twentieth century. Consequently Irish girls were subjected to the same type of moral guidance and instruction as native working-class girls. Secondly, the class identity that was ascribed to the Irish was supplemented by a female moral identity that prioritised purity and innocence. Significantly, the LVA did not create this image of the Irish girl in order to justify their interventions into their travels. The disproportionate attention that the LVA paid to Irish women should not be interpreted simply as racism or well-intentioned, though largely misguided, stereotyping. The large numbers of Irish women coming into Liverpool meant that the LVA was able to draw upon the circumstances of these women to highlight moral vulnerability. In fact, the strength of the Irish feminine identity meant that the Irish girl was appropriated as a particularly compelling character for those campaigning to prevent moral decline in Liverpool. 

Moral Anxiety and Irish Immigration

Throughout the twentieth century, Irish immigration was a source of debate and concern in both Britain and Ireland. Irish women represent the 'largest migrant group to come to Britain in the past 150 years,' with more women than men leaving Ireland 'in most decades since 1871 when reliable statistics were first recorded.'21 For many women, emigration offered an opportunity to earn money that could then be sent back home to their families.22 For others, the economic factors behind emigration were more about individual subsistence. Walter argues that the partition of Ireland in 1922 had differing and gendered effects on employment in the north and south of the country, with the north-east’s industrial economy, particularly around Belfast, providing more employment for women in this area. As such, women living there had less economic need to emigrate than women in the southern Free State.23 Certainly, women migrating from Dublin and the rest of the South featured more in the LVA’s dealings with Irish immigrants than those from the North, although in many cases the organisation's records did not distinguish between women from Northern Ireland and those from independent Ireland. Nor did the organisation distinguish between Protestant and Catholic Irish girls, with the LVA associating itself broadly with various Christian leaders in Liverpool and even individuals representing non-Christian faiths, such as Judaism. To this end, the LVA, publicly at least, avoided sectarian politics. For many years the LVA’s roster of vice presidents simultaneously included the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Liverpool, the Anglican Lord Bishop of Liverpool, senior Jewish Minister Rev. S. Frampton and the President of the Free Church Council.24 
	That English purity organisations were regularly coming into contact with large numbers of Irish immigrant women was not unnoticed in Ireland. Earner-Byrne has argued that 'Independence not only led to a greater level of moral and cultural introspection, it also highlighted the trail of unmarried mothers to Britain.'25 She suggests that this was politically embarrassing since the washing of 'Ireland's moral linen' in Britain 'was anathema to the aspirations of the new state.'26 In England sections of the press claimed that the large numbers leaving Ireland provided 'conclusive evidence of the failure of Home Rule to fulfil the promise of providing a home for men and women of Irish birth' and expressed concern at the social effects of the 'menace' of Irish immigration upon large urban centres like Liverpool.26 The response to all of this, it was suggested, was to consider the merits of 'restrictive legislation' on Irish immigration.27
	Controls were not implemented and women continued to leave Ireland for a myriad of reasons. On the 16th November 1961, the Daily Mail published an article entitled ‘The Pretty Girl in the Irish Packet,’ which considered Liverpool’s status as a gateway for young Irish women entering the country with hopes of obtaining work.28 A relatively large piece in a national newspaper, the report illustrates the extent to which Liverpool occupied an important position within national anxieties about the interrelations of race, gender and ideas about sexual space. With this report the Daily Mail sought to bring to light the naivety of these ‘girls’ and their general lack of skills appropriate to the English workforce. Some immigrants were said to be ‘almost illiterate’ whilst others ‘had no craft or skill by minimal British standards.’ Ireland itself was presented as an underdeveloped ‘rural’ region whilst Britain represented a modern, technically proficient and heavily industrialised country. The urban environments of Britain became the locus for growing anxieties about the ability of Irish immigrants to cope with the transition. It was suggested by the Daily Mail that some Irish immigrants knew ‘nothing of the complexities and perils of an industrial city.’ Such imagery presented Britain’s fast and dangerous urban landscape in stark contrast to the relaxed simplicity of life in rural Ireland. It was feared that the Irish in Britain lacked sufficient knowledge and experience of cityscapes to be able to successfully navigate the dangers of urban spaces.
Irish women were singled out as being particularly vulnerable to losing themselves, both geographically and morally, within the cities in which they found themselves. Using examples of female immigrants provided by the LVA, the ideas about work and immigration offered by the Daily Mail sought to create a link between the alleged rural naivety of Irish women and their need for assistance. The first example presented was that of a ‘pretty 19-year-old brunette’ who arrived in Liverpool with very little money and a confused story about having children in Birmingham and a husband in London. Helped by Mrs. Blyth, the ‘motherly’ frontline LVA worker, the woman was infantilised by the report, her ‘pretty’ femininity associated with a child-like vulnerability. Indeed, the ‘pretty girl’ mentioned in the article’s title stood as a figurehead for the youthful ignorance attached by local and national press and organisations such as the LVA to females entering Britain from Ireland. Femininity and Irishness became synonymous with naivety, imprudence and danger.
Though national debates about the social and political aspects of immigration considered both Irish men and women, proposed restrictions were articulated according to the gender of the immigrant. Writing about teenage girls and boys, the Daily Mail’s article contended that they all too often left Ireland with little money, assuming that this would not matter once they reached England: ‘they think it admits them to paradise.’ According to the article, the problem with contemporary immigration legislation was that it did not sufficiently address ‘what to do about the minority of the undesirables, the uneducated and the unskilled.’  Nevertheless, the newspaper’s reporting of proposed restrictions on immigration referred only to female travellers with no mention of their male counterparts. It was suggested that ‘[s]ocial workers in Liverpool [agreed] there ought to be a stricter check in Eire to prevent Irish girls arriving without jobs or references.’ The LVA and the Catholic Social Service Bureau in Liverpool were also said to support the proposal. In this way, the othering of the Irish within Britain was nuanced according to the gender of the immigrant. Calls to restrict Irish female travel reflected anxieties about the vulnerability of women within public spaces. Supposedly unable to traverse the dangers of British cities, the low social status of Irish women within Britain facilitated public pronouncements that their movements should be watched and authorised. Moreover, although the LVA would have been motivated to archive this Daily Mail article because of their work, the decision to keep this sort of reporting within their records indicates that the LVA did in fact take an interest in issues surrounding Irish immigration as a political issue. 
The local press in Liverpool expressed very similar understandings about the relationship between immigration, gender and urban danger to those displayed in the Daily Mail. On the 30th January 1962 The Liverpool Echo and Evening Express speculated upon the logistics of any surveillance of Irish women’s travel to the city: 

…a much greater effort should be made in the republic of Ireland – particularly in the remote country districts where life is strikingly different from that in the most pastoral part of England – to instruct young girls that much more is needed as a passport to prosperity than a ticket to Princes Dock East.29

Once again, assumed rural origins and youth were perceived as making Irish women under-qualified to cope with Britain’s urban landscape. Moreover, the idea that these women came in search of ‘prosperity’ played on contemporary cultural associations between affluence and the city. In chasing the consumer society these women were understood to be entering a morally dubious urban existence. This was no doubt exacerbated by the fact that some Irish women would have been leaving Ireland in search of greater social and personal freedom. During the 1920s and 1930s some women in Ireland were caught between the potential stigma of becoming an unmarried mother and bans on contraception.30 In her research on the migration of Irish women to England between 1922 and 1960, Lambert proposes that sexual activities were considered so taboo and sinful within Irish society that pregnancy outside of marriage often precipitated the migration of Irish girls to England.31 Many Irish women left for England in an effort to hide their pregnancies. Luddy suggests that these women had a better chance of keeping their babies in England than they did at home.32 As a result, charities in England became concerned about unmarried mothers coming into the country. In 1924, for example, the Liverpool and County Catholic Aid Society suggested that there had been a “notable increase in the numbers of pregnant Irish girls looking for assistance from English charities.”33 Indeed, Luddy argues that the Catholic Church had become so concerned about this problem by the 1930s that it produced pamphlets and pastoral letters warning immigrant women about moral dangers.34
	However, it is important to note that most of the Irish girls that the LVA described its encounters with were not pregnant. The LVA's reports are replete with descriptions of how the organisation was able to help maintain the moral integrity of women who were not already in such a predicament. This enabled the LVA to illustrate to its supporters the importance of their preventative patrolling and justify their broad interest in monitoring all young women's use of public space. Anxieties about the youthful Irish female’s presence within urban spaces and her desire for consumer goods became discursively tied to fears about urban immorality and consumer culture driving vulnerable girls into vice. With no guarantee of a job once they arrived at the port, Irish women acted as a repository for local and, indeed, national fears that women would be attracted to vice in order to earn money. The Times made the point explicitly when it suggested that ‘[if] it were not for organizations such as the British Vigilance Association [female Irish immigrants] would mostly drift into prostitution.’35 Consequently The Liverpool Echo and Evening Express went on to argue that ‘no teenage girl ought to be able to enter the Liffey dock who cannot show that she is on her way to an assured job, and has the money to get to it.’36 

Networks of Moral Surveillance

As the case highlighted at the beginning of this article demonstrates, the surveillance of Irish girls came to be seen by the LVA and by some employers as both necessary and acceptable, with the LVA more than willing to liaise with employers and carers to arrange to escort young Irish girls to or from the boats.37 As part of their efforts to monitor the movements of young women, the LVA would also liaise with the NVA, sending them 'weekly lists of the Irish girls who come to this country, with information of their names and future addresses, which they [the NVA] forward to organisations in their particular districts, who help the girls after their arrival.'38 This meant that the monitoring of girls could be networked in such a way that their movements could be tracked across the country.
Purists in Liverpool and Ireland were aware of each other’s activities in their respective local settings. Fears about the threat of prostitution were also shared by purity associations in Ireland. In many ways, the moral fears of Irish purists about the corrupting effects of urban life upon respectable femininity were similar to those of the LVA in Liverpool. However, in Ireland, close discursive associations between femininity, purity, Catholicism and the rural idyll were used in constructing Ireland’s national identity.39 For Walter, the Catholic Church’s veneration of the Virgin Mary as a model of ideal womanhood after the famine meant that “restrictive and limited roles for women became Catholic religious ideals.” Gender-defined qualities such as devotion to the family, care-giving and asexuality became important components of Irish female identities.40 Significantly, then, the LVA’s perception of Irish women as sexually and socially naive was a cultural identity that was as prevalent in Ireland as much as it was ascribed to Irish female immigrants once they reached England. 
Indeed, these organisations would sometimes communicate with one another in order to protect Irish female morality. Garrett has suggested the Child Protection and Rescue Society of Ireland worked with English vigilance associations to repatriate unmarried Irish mothers. He argues that despite the 'impetus for repatriation' coming from English societies, Irish agencies co-operated in this process. One possible reason for this was a concern in Ireland about Catholic children being brought up outside the faith if they remained in England.41 Whether it was by design or by accident, then, Irish and Liverpool purists formed a network for monitoring the movements of Irish women. The LVA proudly declared its links with Ireland in its 1938-39 Annual Report, noting that the organisation maintained 'close co-operation and mutual help' with 'all the Vigilance Associations in Britain and Ireland.'42 Even after the Second World War, the LVA continued to boast connections with Irish purists in order to demonstrate their expertise in handling immigration issues. In 1950 the LVA suggested that there were 'several bodies doing work among girls in Dublin' who 'frequently' used the LVA’s 'services.'43 In 1955 the LVA noted that it shared with the 'British Vigilance Association' the expense of printing leaflets containing Vigilance Association addresses and that they then sent these leaflets to 'Irish agencies and welfare bodies.'44  
	Having promoted their services to purity organisations in Ireland, the LVA hoped that these connections would help disseminate their message that Irish girls should not travel to Liverpool without a reputable job lined up. Nevertheless female travel from Ireland continued to be a concern for the LVA. Throughout the mid-twentieth century, the LVA expressed its concern about the number of Irish young women travelling to Liverpool in search of work or a new life in England. Though some Irish female immigrants intended to stay in Liverpool, others were more ambitious in their travel plans, with their docking in Liverpool being only one stage in their overall journey to a life outside Ireland. For the LVA, the transience of women from this social group was a cause of particular concern. Moulton notes that organisations like the LVA thought Irish girls were naïve to the dangers of urban life, though she is sceptical about the organisation's belief in the actual threat of white slavery.45 Certainly, the LVA does not appear to have uncovered evidence of organised traffickers seeking to kidnap unsuspecting Irish girls. However, we must not underestimate how important fears about prostitution, coercion and even white slavery were to the LVA's justification of their work, even if they understood this threat to have been overstated. For example, in one report it was suggested that there was a 'terrible amount of traffic in many countries' and that trafficking in Britain was 'impeded and frequently frustrated by the work of this Society [the LVA].'46 Protecting Irish women was therefore paramount. Abroad in a new city and away from their families, the LVA became anxious that such girls were ideal prey for those who sought to traffic them into white slavery, or induce them into immoral lifestyles.

From time to time the criticism is made that these girls should not be encouraged to come to England, we do know that a great deal has been done in Ireland to prevent them running risks, but there are so many of them who are genuinely anxious to “better themselves.” But their ignorance of distance is appalling, and often when asked where they are going to, the reply is Yorkshire or Lancashire, and they do not realise the difference of name between a County or town.47

For the LVA surveillance was necessary because of the 'risks' that travelling posed to these supposedly innocent girls. The quote highlights the centrality of notions of ignorance and naivety to the LVA’s perception of the risks that Irish young women took by travelling for work. The organisation was convinced that the naivety of these girls was borne out of more than simply being a newcomer to an area; to a large extent, Irish women were thought to be ignorant of the very concept of urban space and distance. Unable to appreciate even the size of the locations to which they travelled, the quote suggests that it was the transience of Irish women that was particularly alarming. The LVA did not take for granted that Irish girls were able to fully comprehend what was meant by a city in terms of the sheer scale and design of this type of settlement. Fears of this kind infantilised Irish women’s knowledge about travel and underestimated their ability to adapt to new locations.
In an effort to further this network of surveillance beyond the moral purity movement, the LVA also aimed to involve employers and employment agencies within its own moral discourses of naive young women, respectable work and supervision. Where immigrant women were concerned, the LVA argued that there was much work to be done in ensuring that unofficial Irish employment services were reputable in their dealings with women seeking work. The 1955 LVA annual report worried about the existence of ‘double agencies’ in Ireland.48 Believed to be a recent ‘phenomenon,’ they recruited young women for domestic work in England through a Dublin office. The women were then sent to the English offices of the agency with instructions to collect their employer’s details from there. The LVA argued that this left Irish female immigrants in an especially vulnerable position:

We feel this is a most unsatisfactory procedure as these girls arrive without employer’s address, conditions of work or salaries offered, probably with insufficient money to return home if dis-satisfied with their terms of employment.49   

One of the ways in which the LVA tackled this matter was by approaching the agencies directly. Happily, it reported that it had had some success when one agency agreed to discontinue this practice.50 In this way, the LVA hoped to intervene in the structures of female employment by ensuring that routes into work within Britain were legitimate.
The LVA made further efforts to create links with employers and encourage the concentrated surveillance of young women. In particular, employers were asked to work with the LVA in the monitoring of the Irish women they employed. The Liverpool Echo and Evening Express argued for extensive communications between British employers, the LVA and recruitment agencies in Ireland.51 The newspaper recommended the surveillance of young women’s departures and arrivals between Ireland and Britain:

There are reputable agencies in the Republic through which girls who want to work in homes over here can get jobs. It would help if the [LVA] was told when such girls were expected. Firms here accepting Irish girl applicants could also assist in this direction.





The anxiety provoked by the belief that Irish girls had poor urban awareness was compounded by the belief that they were likely to be too shy or timid to seek out reputable help, if and when they got lost. One Irish girl, who was approached by an LVA worker patrolling Liverpool’s Exchange Station, was said to be 'particularly nervous.' She had applied for a position in service in a north Lancashire town following an advert placed in an Irish newspaper. Unsure of which train she needed to take, the girl was 'too frightened' to seek assistance. The LVA explained that: 'It was the first time that she had been away from her country home in Ireland, and she felt very strange.'52 It is significant that the LVA noted that this girl’s home was in the countryside. In presenting Irish girls as lacking sufficient knowledge of urban space, it was assumed that many young women arriving in Liverpool came from rural backgrounds.53 Although this spoke to the notion that these girls were particularly innocent and uncorrupted by city living, it also implied that Irish girls were worryingly out of touch with the modern world. After putting the girl in this case onto the correct train, the LVA noted that: 'It seems incredible in these days to realise that a girl of her age should be so helpless and nervous on a journey.'54 In this instance, the naivety and innocence displayed by the girl was so extreme as to thoroughly alarm the LVA. Though the organisation worked to defend moral purity amongst women, workers recognised that it was not beneficial or practical for girls to be completely ignorant of how to negotiate urban space. 
The LVA deliberately sought out Irish girls as an ethnic group requiring particular moral and social guidance, indicating that the sort of moral policing practiced in Liverpool differed from that conducted in other regions. In their work on the 'child-saving movement' in Scotland between the mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries, Linda Mahood and Barbara Littlewood have proposed that 'there is little evidence of the systemic targeting or stigmatization of minority ethnic groups in relation to their family life or morality, in spite of the periodic arrival of the Irish (and Roman Catholic).' 55 The Liverpool case shows that, in this city at least, the symbolic role of the Irish girl in discourses of vulnerability, transience and vice was such that they were singled out for extra surveillance. That is not to say that the LVA paid no attention to other immigrant groups, but the Association did not pay such enduring and detailed attention to others as they did to Irish women. 
Where wider debates about ethnicity did enter the LVA’s case work, it was usually as a result of the organisation’s anxiety about the immorality of ethnic minority men. It is not surprising that the LVA were suspicious of such men, since it was not unusual during the early- and mid-twentieth century for non-white men to be thought to have a corrupting influence on young white girls. Chris Waters has proposed that during the interwar period British national identity became more feminised as domesticity was emphasised over the public sphere. He has suggested that this had important implications for cultural understandings of interracial sexual relationships because fears about black men engaging in sexual activity with white women generated anxieties about the health of the nation itself. Tensions rose during the 1920s and 1930s and opposition to interracial relationships became a significant issue in a number of port towns.56 
Certainly, Liverpool was one port which experienced significant racial tensions during the interwar period.57 In 1919 groups of white people attacked ethnic communities (particularly black seamen) in a series of race riots and, though they did not reference this specific unrest, the LVA’s suspicious approach to non-white men was evident in their reporting of interracial relationships.58 Stories such as that of a girl who was apparently given V.D. by a 'coloured man' and that of a girl who took up the 'undesirable company of coloured acquaintances,' were indicative of the LVA’s readiness to find a correlation between ethnicity and immorality.59 Waters’ findings that, in the 1950s, women who formed relationships with black men were often regarded as transgressive and deviant can also be applied to the LVA’s perception of some of the women who they dealt with during the interwar years.60 In the case of the girl who had taken up with 'coloured acquaintances,' the LVA described her as 'hardened and difficult to influence from her loose mode of living,' whilst her step-father told the organisation 'that it was absolutely impossible to induce her to live at home.'61 In addition, the LVA would occasionally investigate the backgrounds of men suspected of trafficking. However, they tended not to rescue girls from these men so much as they simply prevented girls from meeting such characters. In a case from 1932-33, the LVA contacted their Newcastle equivalents, the Newcastle Vigilance Association, after intercepting two Northern Irish girls who had entered Liverpool en-route to a meeting with the fiancé of one of the girls in Northumberland. Having spoken to the man, 'the voice and broken English evidently that of a foreigner,' and disbelieving his claims to have sent money for the girls’ further transport, the LVA 'refused to let the girls travel through the night.' Meanwhile, the vigilance workers in Newcastle investigated the case and advised the LVA that it would be 'unwise to allow the girls to proceed.' Further investigation revealed that the men were 'Egyptians, living in very undesirable surroundings, and that one of the men was married, but separated from his wife.'62 Yet because of their concentration on prevention rather than rescue, the LVA appears to have had far less interaction with men suspected of being immoral than with girls who were supposedly in need of protection. For the LVA, Irish girls, with their assumed working class and protected rural backgrounds, represented a quintessential form of vulnerable femininity. 
The LVA had a contradictory understanding of female purity and moral innocence. The Association’s perception of Irish young women shows that during the inter- and postwar periods the organisation was struggling to find a balance between promoting feminine virtue and inadvertently cultivating the type of innocence that could be exploited by white slavers. Although the perceived naivety of Irish girls worried the LVA, the organisation felt that it was important to protect their moral outlook. The organisation did not attempt to open the eyes of these girls by revealing the precise dangers of the streets. Underlying the Association’s concerns about Irish girls being naive and innocent was a respect for the purity that they were thought to embody. In 1928 the LVA reported that two young girls had travelled from Ireland to Liverpool by boat, where they were approached by an 'elderly' woman.63 As the girls explained, the woman tried 'to persuade them to go with her to her lodging house, where she had a lot of men lodgers, and they would be sure of a good time.' Intent upon travelling to a local convent, one of the girls 'wisely' informed the woman of their plans and they declined to go with her. Although the woman persisted with her interest in the girls and offered to accompany them on their way, she eventually left the two alone when an LVA worker, 'not liking her attitude,' approached the three of them.64 These convent girls were representative of an idealised Irish femininity. For the Association, their religious affiliations conveyed a sense of moral uprightness and their wariness of the suspicious woman suggested that they had an adequate awareness of the dangers of urban life. Virtuous, devout and repelled by immorality, these girls represented a vision of Irish femininity that the LVA sought to uphold. The LVA’s aim was not to eliminate naivety in young women by expanding the possibilities for secure female travel and employment, rather their efforts were focused on managing and protecting the innocence of those women who could not or would not be dissuaded from travelling.

Finding Work for Irish Girls

Although the ability of the Irish to enter Britain was never placed under restriction, moralising discourses about the Irish, about the type of work that they should take up, about their intelligence and about their economic prospects, meant that the Irish often suffered from low social status.65 From the mid-nineteenth century onwards Irish women in Britain tended to take menial roles in the service positions that had been vacated by indigenous women as they moved into more profitable roles.66 Just as middle-class discourses of class and respectability defined native working-class females according to whether they were redeemable or irredeemable, Irish immigrants found their identities categorised in similarly polemic terms.67 The irredeemable Irish were stereotyped as 'dirty,' an image that had much to do with the stereotype of Irish men working outdoors as labourers.68 Through being affiliated with the supposedly unclean Irish man the Irish woman’s feminine domesticity was called into question.69 John Belchem's work on the Liverpool Irish shows that, in the early-twentieth century, Irish women's ability to take care of their family money was questioned,70 while both Walter and Penny Summerfield have suggested that this view of Irish women as dirty endured well into the twentieth century.71 Even by the 1950s, in cities like Liverpool and London, the Irish working class were still closely associated with dirt and overcrowding.72 
	Alongside this notion that Irish women were dirty and uncivilised was a belief that some were morally redeemable. The LVA’s preventative approach to vice and immorality meant that they viewed the morality of many of the Irish women that they encountered with optimism. Where the LVA spent time helping or investigating female Irish immigrants, it was generally because they saw them as women who were or, at the very least, could be respectable. In this way, the LVA’s approach to immigrant Irish women was part of a tradition whereby middle-class women would attempt to educate working-class women so that they would be 'moral regenerators of the nation.'73 Nevertheless, the supposed rural naivety of Irish female immigrants meant that the LVA believed that the influence of their patrollers was vital in securing the respectability of the redeemable Irish woman. Without these moral guides, the LVA feared that Irish women would be ill-equipped to negotiate urban life without falling into vice. The redeemable Irish girl was considered to be untouched by the debauchery of the cosmopolitan city; she was chaste and innocent. In this way, the LVA replicated purity discourses, well-established in Britain and already in circulation in Ireland, promoting associations between female Irish national identity and moral virtue.
	Paradoxically, paid employment was understood to be a means of keeping young Irish women off the streets and out of affluent society. For women with young children, employment facilitated a route away from the dangers of the streets and into respectable housing. Similarly, obtaining work for young, single, childless women ensured that they would be financially stable and less likely to fall into disreputable habits during their youth. In 1958, for example, the Daily Mirror reported on the work of the LVA and its dealings with female Irish immigrants.74 The newspaper suggested that ‘[some] of the Irish girls looking for work in Britain are greener than the Emerald Isle itself.’ It clearly reflected the concern that if respectable work was not found for these women they may succumb to the mores of the affluent society or vice: ‘Within a week they can change from a sweet simple country girl into a dolled-up street girl.’ One young Irish woman was said to have arrived in the city ‘unspoilt,’ with ‘no make-up or jewellery.’ After only a short time in Liverpool she gave off the air of ‘an older, harder girl,’ as a result of her new taste for ‘heavy make-up,’ extensive jewellery and ‘jewelled combs in her hair.’ Emphasising the embodied nature of disreputability through the extravagances of her attire, this woman was constructed as a repository for the notion that young Irish women needed to be morally guided by the LVA. Her sexualising and ostentatious accessories implied that she actively participated in consumer affluence and that her ability to pay for these goods may have come through immoral means and associations. 
The personal morality of each woman was judged to be of substantial importance to their prospects for respectability. As a result, arguments about the links between financial insecurity and prostitution were not necessarily about politically or socially challenging the economic status of women within British society.  Instead it reflected an underlying inability on the part of certain press and groups such as the LVA to disassociate the potential for immorality from poverty and thus the working classes. Although Irish women may have possessed a potent symbolic value within the debates about employment and respectability, they were often discursively conflated with working-class females in general. Perceived to be of the same social standing as lower-class local women, Irish females were singled out because it was feared that they added to the numbers of the impoverished already living in Britain. In 1955 the LVA drew a clear link between Irish females, poverty and unemployment when it suggested that there was: 

…little need to look for the motive that sends overseas a girl with seven brothers and four sisters, of whom only the father and one brother are employed, and the eldest sister, with four children, has an unemployed husband.75

The Irish woman in Liverpool was thus symbolic of the moral dangers presented by the presence of working-class women upon the city’s streets. 
The LVA continued this nineteenth-century middle-class concern with morally guiding working-class women by encouraging them into ‘useful’ jobs such as domestic service.76 However, domestic work was not always embraced by those that were offered it. Ethel Sugden, the LVA’s secretary, remarked in 1954 that many young women came to Liverpool chasing ‘castles in the air.’77 Their hopes of obtaining ‘glamorous jobs,’ such as modelling, stood in stark contrast to the traditional work offered by the LVA.78 Young women were thought to crave lifestyles that were at odds with the LVA’s conception of respectability. Indeed, despite a decline in domestic service and other forms of traditional work Sugden complained, ‘[we] can place them easily in cotton mills, but most of them don’t want that.’79




This article highlights the need for more locally-nuanced understandings of the ways in which anxieties about female sexual morality manifested outside of London. Across Britain, social purists were concerned about the moral vulnerability of young women living in urban environments. They attempted to help and to some extent police the movements of these women through patrol work and surveillance networks between organisations. In order to understand how social purists in Liverpool situated themselves within these networks and justified their existence we must recognise the role of the young Irish female immigrant in the LVA's discourse of moral vulnerability. Social purists' perceptions of young Irish women were formed through their dialogues with Irish purity associations, meaning that Irish experiences in Britain were not simply shaped by stereotypes that cast them as part of an underclass. 
It is too simplistic to view the LVA’s perception of Irish women as the product of straightforward racism, or as founded on an image of femininity that the organisation cultivated to suit its own preventative agenda. Rather it was the case that the LVA accepted the idealised homespun image of Irish women because it was easily accommodated in their overall views about women’s moral vulnerability in urban settings. The discourses of vice and sexual immorality that were present in Liverpool during the mid-twentieth century played on well-established fears about port life and Irish immigration. A notion of virtuous Irish femininity became central to the LVA's philosophy of using preventative patrol work as a means for combating immorality on the streets of Liverpool. For the LVA, Irish girls were the embodiment of virtuous yet vulnerable femininity, and so were presented as ideal candidates for the organisation’s moral guidance and support. Certainly, the LVA can be seen to have engaged in an early form of ethnic profiling, with Irish ethnicity emerging as one of the key factors that the Association considered when deciding whether to intervene in the lives of young women arriving in the city. But, ultimately, the LVA was intent upon upholding a dominant moral code that regulated all women regardless of ethnicity. Protecting the considerable number of Irish women within the city was, in the LVA’s mind, one distinctive way of achieving that goal.













